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                                “I am principal viola in the Jackson symphony and have been principal in many orchestras in and around Michigan. At least ten years ago, I was in the showroom at Shar Music trying violas when I was offered the most beautiful viola I had ever seen. I couldn't believe my ears! It was also the best sounding viola I've tried in years from Bein and Fushi to the Guarneri house to all the others.
                                


                                “I've played all over, even at Julliard and have competed against violists from all over the world. No sound comes even close to my Cole viola. I want to say thank you for conceiving something so utterly head and shoulders above the rest!! I love my Anne Cole viola!!”
                                


                                --Clyde McKaney
                                


                            
                        


                    

                



                

                    Violas


                    
                        The viola lies within the pitch range where the human ear is most sensitive to subtle nuances; in each instrument I try to achieve a layered kind of sound allowing the player many options in tonal exploration and expression. However, the stress and strain faced by violists is never forgotten. Every viola is constructed to be ergonomically friendly no matter the size or shape.
                        


                        Violas start at $30,000
                        


                    

                    Click on images below for details.
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                        Read An American Master Violinmkaker at Work, an article from Forbes Magazine about Anne.
                        


                        Read  The Art of Violin Making—A modern luthier crafts her own tradition, an article from Strings Magazine about Anne.
                        


                        
                            “No modern maker, in my opinion, embodies the essence of the old masters, the vision, the creativity,
                            the instinctive tonal mastery, better than Anne Cole.”
                            

                            --Joel Becktell
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